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ABSTRACT

Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) is one of the infectious diseases that can cause death. The
bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis is the cause of this disease. Patients suffering from this disease
must be treated quickly. Currently, patients need a long time and a large cost in detecting the bacteria
that cause this disease. The technique used is to take the patient’s lung fluid by biopsy and given
Ziehl Neelsen chemical dye and then observed using a microscope. This study aims to help detect
bacteria quickly and precisely by processing the image produced by the microscope. The technique
used is to develop the segmentation method. The segmentation process carried out is to develop a Hue
Saturation Value (HSV) color space transformation technique with Active Contour, Edge Detection,
and Otsu techniques. The images used in this research are 51 images taken from H. Adam Malik
Hospital, Medan and have been validated by an expert. Of the several segmentation methods used in
this study, the maximum or best result in detecting Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) bacilli is
the Otsu method. So the method developed is very helpful in accelerating the detection of TBEP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) is a chronic and infectious disease that affects the world’s human population and requires complex treatment
[1], Tuberculosis, with an estimated 10 million cases and 1.3 million deaths annually, continues to be a global health priority [2], The
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) disease pandemic 2019 (COVID-19) requires concerted public health
focus and action due to its rapid global spread, clinical severity, high mortality rate with 4 million deaths, and capacity for the health
care system. The impact of COVID-19 on TB services has been explained by the reduction in the number of TB cases diagnosed and
managed in most countries. Conservative models suggest that a 20% increase in TB deaths in the next 5 years is likely as a result
of the pandemic [3]. Tuberculosis (TB) is a life-threatening infectious disease worldwide caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. These bacteria are in the form of acid-fast bacilli or often called acid-fast bacilli (BTA). These bacilli are 1-4 m long and
0.3-0.56 m wide, non-sporing, non-motile, and facultative. Bacterial cell walls contain long-chain mycolic glycolipids, rich in acids
and phosphopoglycans [4–6]. Tuberculosis can attack every human being. Those of productive age are susceptible to tuberculosis
between the ages of 15 and 50 years and children. Tuberculosis bacteria usually come out through phlegm and cough, if the saliva
is at a low temperature, then the possibility for germs to survive will be long enough to allow the transmission process. There are
2 types of Tuberculosis, namely Pulmonary Tuberculosis (TBP) and Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP). TBP affects the lungs,
whereas TBEP can affect any organ of the body except the spine, heart, pancreas, skeletal muscle, and thyroid [7–9]. Figure 1 below
shows the Mycobacterium Tuberculosis bacilli.

Figure 1. Mycobacterium Tuberculosis [3]

The World Health Organization reports that Indonesia is the largest contributor, where Indonesia is ranked second in the
world for Tuberculosis cases. In Indonesia the number increased from 331,703 in 2015 to 562,049 in 2019 (+69%) [6]. Trends in
information on patients diagnosed with tuberculosis in four countries with a high TB burden can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2. The trend in the monthly notification of patients diagnosed with TB in four countries with a high TB diagnosed,
JanuaryJune 2020 [6]
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Between January and June 2020, the number of people diagnosed with TB decreased in India, Indonesia, the Phillippines,
and South Africa, as the four countries that account for 44% of tuberculosis cases worldwide. Cases affected by Tuberculosis Extra
Pulmonary (TBEP) accounted for 15% of 6.1 million TB cases. Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) can cause complications.
Based on this, a good reporting and recording system is needed for TB control [10].

Serious illness may happen to a persons lungs or other parts of the body caused by tuberculosis. Tuberculosis is spread through
the air when a person with TB in the lungs coughs, sneezes, or speaks and spreads it through the air. Further spread if the germ
is inhaled by a person it can be infected. Tuberculosis mostly spreads from frequent and prolonged association, for example with
family members or friends. Symptoms of tuberculosis include a cough lasting more than 3 weeks, sudden weight loss, fatigue, night
sweats, decreased appetite, blood-stained sputum, tuberculosis outside the lungs, pain, and swelling in the affected area. Several
image processing methods have been reported for the detection of Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary [11].

This study carried out at the stage of lung image segmentation enhanced by deep learning, disease diagnosis with artificial
intelligence and aligned technology became an interesting field of research in the last decade. The novelty of this paper lies in the
analysis and discussion of the results of U-Net++ and the implementation of U-Net++ on X-ray lung segmentation. Comprehensive
comparison of U-Net++ with three other benchmarks of segmentation architecture and segmentation in diagnosing TB or other
lung diseases, Very little segmentation is used before classification, but using only U-Net, which can be easily replaced by U-Net++
because the accuracy and mean iou of U-Net++ is greater than the accuracy of U-Net and mean iou, can minimize data leakage . This
study resulted in lung segmentation accuracy of more than 98% and mean iou 0.95 using U-Net ++ [12]. In other study, an attempt
was made to detect the presence of bacilli in sputum smears. Smear images recorded under a standard image acquisition protocol
were subjected to the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) morphology-based segmentation procedure. This method is able to maintain
the shape of the bacillus on the TB image. Shape-based features such as area, perimeter, compactness, form factor, and tortuosity are
extracted from segmented images. This method retains more edges, detects the presence of bacilli and facilitates direct segmentation
by reducing the number of redundant searches to generate edges [13]. Next study presents a new automated system for early detection
of pulmonary TB. Initially, the Chan-Vese active contour model was created to segment lung regions from pre-processed chest
radiographs. Different textural, statistical and morphological features were extracted from the segmented lungs. Finally, the feature
vectors were concerned for chest X-ray classification using the Nave Bayes classifier (NBC). NBC was trained using the 10 fold cross
validation technique. The proposed method achieved mean accuracy, area under the curve, specificity, and sensitivity of 95.5%, 98%,
93.3%, and 94.6%, respectively, when tested on different data sets [14]. The system automatically uses RetinaNet for segmentation
of pulmonary tuberculosis bacilli. The sputum bacilloscopy method is a technique for detecting bacilli which is currently the most
widely used, not only in the search for cases of infection but also as a thermometer to check the effectiveness of treatment. In
this context, computational techniques have been developed to assist specialists in better diagnosis. In this study, we promote a
methodology for automatic detection of bacilli using RetinaNet. A set of 928 images was used to evaluate this method. The results
achieved 67.1% accuracy, 86.56% recall, and 75.61% F-score. Finally, we believe that our method is capable of acting in the
diagnosis of Tuberculosis [15]. Tuberculosis detection uses chest x-ray images with deep learning, segmentation, and visualization.
this study has reliably detected TB from chest X-ray images using image pre-processing, data augmentation, image segmentation,
and Deep Learning classification techniques. Several public databases were used to create a database of 3500 TB infected and 3500
normal chest X-ray images. Nine CNNs were used (ResNet18, ResNet50, ResNet101, ChexNet, InceptionV3, Vgg19, DenseNet201,
SqueezeNet, and MobileNet) to transfer learning from pre-trained initial weights and trained, validated, and tested to classify TB
and non-TB common cases. Three different experiments were carried out in this work: segmentation of X-ray images using two
different U-net models, classification using X-ray images and one using segmented lung images. The accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
F1-score and specificity of the best performance model, ChexNet in tuberculosis detection using X-ray images were 96.47%, 96.62%,
96.47%, 96.47%, and 96, respectively 51%. However, classification using segmented lung images outperformed those with intact
X-ray images; The accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F1-score and specificity of DenseNet201 were 98.6%, 98.57%, 98.56%, 98.56%,
and 98.54% for segmented lung images, respectively. This paper also uses a visualization technique to confirm that CNN learns
predominantly from segmented lung regions resulting in higher detection accuracy [16]. Research on lung image segmentation based
on U-Net Deep Residual for Lung Disease Detection. This research is focused on developing a model that will segment the lungs
from CXR images. By using semantic segmentation based on Residual U-Net (ResUnet) architecture, researchers can develop and
train a model using 562 CXR images and lung mask images, 70% of the images are used as training data and 30% as test data. data.
The model was trained with 40 epochs and a batch size of 16. Dice coefficients were used to assess the similarity of segmented results
and ground truth masks. The developed model has achieved a dice coefficient of 0.9860. The developed model can then be used in
classifying lung diseases [17].
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2. RESEARCH METHOD
In the process of making a system to diagnose Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) for the segmentation stage, several

processes are carried out and can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. Block Diagram Segmentation

2.1. Image Acquisition
At the stage of taking images of Tuberculosis (TBEP) by taking fluid from a person through a biopsy, then the fluid is placed

into a preparation and given Ziehl Neelsen chemical dye, so that the object to be viewed through a microscope can be seen clearly,
the microscope used to take the image or disease images are already connected to a computer through an application to facilitate
capture / retrieval of images from TBEP. The equipment used to analyze the slides was an Olympus BX53 digital microscope with a
10x eyepiece and a 100x objective lens for a 1000x magnification.

2.2. Image Transformation to HVS
HSV (Hue Saturation Value) color is a color that is derived from the RGB (Red Green Blue) color model, so to produce HSV

colors you must go through the process of converting colors from RGB to HSV.

eh =
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60ox(
(G−B)

max−min
+ 0), if max = R and G ≥ B

60ox(
(G−B)

max−min
+ 360), if max = R and G < B

60ox(
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max−min
+ 120), if max = G

60ox(
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(1)

S =

0, if max = 0

1− min

max
, otherwise

(2)

V = max (3)

where the coordinates R (Red), G (Green), B (Blue) [0,1] are sequentially red, green and blue in the RGB color space, where
max is the maximum value of the red, green, blue, and min values. minimum of red, green, blue values. In the above equation, it
produces value and saturation in the RGB range [0,1] by first multiplying by 255 to get a value in the RGB range [0,255].

2.3. Segmentation
In this study, the purpose of the segmentation process is to divide the network image into two regions, TBEP and non-TBEP

regions. The TBEP region refers to objects that characterize TBEP bacilli while the non TBEP region refers to the background
and objects in the image. In the research conducted using the Otsu thresholding algorithm for the segmentation process. The Otsu
thresholding equation can be seen in equation 4.
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σ2 = Pnw(Mnw −M)2 + Pw(Mw −M)2

M = Pnw.Mnw + Pw.Mw

Pnw + Pw = 1

t∗ = ARG Maxa≤t≤bPnw(Mnw −M)2 + Pw.(Mw −M)2

(4)

Where :

σ2 : Variants within the Tuberculosis and Non-Tuberculosis classes
Pnw : pixel value probability for non-Tuberculosis class
Pw : pixel value probability for Tuberculosis class
Mnw : average non-Tuberculosis class pixel value
Mw : Tuberculosis class average pixel value
M : average pixel value of the image
t∗ : threshold value

3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Image Acutition

At the stage of taking images of Tuberculosis (TB) disease, namely by taking fluid from patients with Tuberculosis Extra
Pulmonary through a biopsy, then the fluid is placed into preparation and given a Ziehl Neelsen chemical dye. So that the object to
be viewed through a microscope can be seen clearly, the microscope used to take the image or disease pictures are already connected
to a computer through an application to facilitate capture / taking pictures of Tuberculosis. The equipment used to analyze the slides
was an Olympus BX53 digital microscope with a 10x eyepiece and a 100x objective lens for a 1000x magnification. The captured
images are 78 images consisting of 51 TB images and 27 Non-TB images with dimensions of 1920x1440 pixels. The image or
picture was taken from H. Adam Malik Central General Hospital, Medan. Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) images seen under
a microscope can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Image Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP)
(Source : RSU Pusat H. Adam Malik, 2020)

3.2. HSV Color Space Transformation
Since Hue Saturation Value (HSV) colors are derived from the Red, Green, Blue (RGB) color model, an RGB to HSV color

conversion process is required to obtain an HSV color. The transformation of the RGB color space into HSV can be assumed that the
coordinates R, G, B (0 or 1) are a sequence of red, green, blue in the RGB color space, max is the maximum value of the values (red,
green, blue), min is the minimum value of value (red, green, blue). To get the right Hue angle [0,360] for the HSV color space, see
equation 1-3 [18].

After taking Tuberculosis and Non-Tuberculosis images, the next step is to transform the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color
space. Hue is the actual color, Saturation is the purity of the color and Value is the brightness of the color. The advantage of using
the HSV color space is that there are colors that match what is perceived by the human senses. The HSV transformed image will be
used for the segmentation stage, the following is the equation for the HSV color :

Bacilli Detection System . . . (Bob Subhan Riza)
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The results of the HSV color can be seen in figure 5.

Figure 5. Image converted from RGB to HSV

The RGB image is shown in Figure 5, which is then converted to HSV (b). Converting the RGB color space to HSV, where the
R, G, B coordinates (0 or 1) are the red, green, and blue color sequence in the RGB color space, where max is the maximum value of
the value (red, green, blue), and min is the value of the red, green, blue color sequence. After converting the color space to HSV, the
Hue component is used, because of the three HSV components that can visually distinguish between objects and the background, the
Hue component is the Hue component, where the Hue component is obtained from the HSV image. The image of the Hue component
can be seen in figure 6.

Figure 6. The result of the HSV Color Space Transformation is the Hue Component

Figure 6 shows the result of converting the HSV color space, that is, the color component, and distinguishes the object from
the background.

3.3. Segmentation
Image segmentation is the identification and selection of images into specific areas to fit their structural units. Segmentation

is an important operation in biomedical image processing because it is used to separate physiological and biological structures. The
general approach to segmentation can be grouped into three classes: pixels, regions, and edges. In this study, the purpose of the
segmentation process is to divide the network image into two regions, TB and non-TB regions. The TB region refers to objects that
characterize TB bacilli while the non-TB region refers to the background and objects in the image. The research was conducted using
several algorithms for the segmentation process.

Segmentation begins with reading the resulting image from the Hue component transformation, followed by calling the image
resulting from the Hue component transformation. Then calculate the TBEP and non-TBEP class variants and the threshold value.
When finished, the object will be separated from the background, and the Otsu thresholding image can be displayed. Then saved the
image resulting from the Otsu thresholding process.

This stage performs useful segmentation to separate the required object from the background. In this segmentation process, the
object of acid-fast bacilli (BTA) can be separated from other objects such as debris, cell necrosis. At this stage, it begins with calling
image data from the Hue component and is processed using several segmentation methods including active contour, edge detection,
and Otsu thresholding.
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The following is an image of the results of several segmentation methods that have been carried out to distinguish between
background and foreground :

Figure 7. Segmentation results (a) Image from HSV staining technique, (b) Image from Active Contour

Figure 7 (a) segmentation results using the HSV staining technique. Figure 7 (b) is the result of using Active Contour. Seg-
mentations result using the Active Contour method cannot show Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary bacilli in the image used.

Figure 8. Segmentation results (a) Image from HSV staining technique, (b) Image from Edge Detection

Figure 8 (a) segmentation results using the HSV staining technique. Figure 8 (b) is the result using Edge Detection. Seg-
mentation results using the Edge Detection method cannot indicate the detection of Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis in the images
used.

Otsu thresholding is used because it can produce an optimum threshold so that it can distinguish between Tuberculosis and non-
Tuberculosis objects as foreground and background, The results of segmentation using otsu thresholding with HSV (Hue, Saturation,
Value) staining techniques can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9. Segmentation results (a) Image resulting from HSV staining technique, (b) Image resulting from Otsu thresholding

Bacilli Detection System . . . (Bob Subhan Riza)
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Figure 9 (a) shows the segmentation result using the HSV staining technique. Figure 9 (b) is the result of thresholding using
Otsu thresholding. The advantage of using Otsu thresholding is that it can calculate the threshold value automatically and maximize
the variance between classes from classes separated by a threshold, which aims to separate BTA objects from the background, and
accuracy is 78,68%.

This study simplifies the Mycobacterium Tuberculosis segmentation algorithm on auto-Thresholding-based sputum images. In
medical image analysis, the priority is at the image segmentation stage which is still an important task today. One of the applications is
to count the number of bacteria from the image of acid-fast bacilli smear preparations. A serious problem of segmentation algorithms
studied in sputum culture is the problem of determining the number of bacteria. This study provides an automatic algorithm for the
detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis from AFB images, using the auto-thresholding segmentation method.

4. CONCLUSION
From the results of image retrieval that has been carried out as many as 51 images, a color transformation process will be

carried out from RGB to HSV, from the results of the color transformation testing process that the Hue component. The results of
the image from the Hue component can be seen from Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) with different bacilli and background
colors. Otsu method whose results can detect the Tuberculosis Extra Pulmonary (TBEP) bacilli clearly on the image used in this
study. Next study can be color transformation with S and V component and L∗a∗b color.
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